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SLJM~~ARY

This paper proposes a robust method for threshold’s
reduction taking into account features both concerning
GPS receiver modification and real gain on the
performancesimprovement. This method involves two
steps.The aim is to usethe strong channelsof the GPS
receiver which are actually tracking satellites for
velocity aiding the other channel trying to acquire or
track satellites presenting a low signal over noise ratio
due to lower elevation or masking conditions. Second,
according to the theory and the characteristics of the
digital internal loops of the GPS receiver, the
predetection bandwidth is reduced to the lowest value
permitted by the velocity aiding accuracy. This
technique allows to improve the GPS accuracy and
robustness. The paper showsfirst a large panoramaof
all potential threshold’s reduction techniques both for
acquisition and tracking processes. It proposes and
identifies the automatic model of a velocity aided loop.
Furthermore, to allow the validation of the described
tracking threshold reduction, the technique is proposed
to be inserted and validated into the new GPS MATNAV
simulator [l], which is a generic digital MATLAB GPS
receiver model. This work is intended to be used for
spaceand aeronauticalapplications.

1. INTR~Duc~~N
The spaceborneGPS receivers are classically used in
low earth orbit, with good GPS visibility conditions.
However, some spacemissionsrequire a GPS receiver
operating with poor link budget. Such missionsare for
instancereentry capsuleor shuttle (after radio black-out
[91)> high altitude spacecraft, GPS attitude
determination, degraded pointing modes, radiooccultations and interference environment scenario.
These applications need quick reacquisition of the GPS
satellites, GPS receivers build-in
robustness
technologies and better GPS visibility conditions than
normal GPS navigation.

The GPS receivers usedin aeronauticalnavigation need
also acquisition and tracking threshold’s reduction, for
the following reasons:

J improvement of resistanceto jammers, navigation
availability and satellite’svisibility.
of
accessible pseudorange
measurements
(improvementof RAIM).
4 augmentation of accessible carrier phase
measurements(improvement of phase tracking
navigation).

4 augmentation

The integrity is one of the major requirement for
aeronauticalmission. The objective here is to maximise
the number of tracked SV (Satellite Vehicle) that can
procure pseudo-measurements,
even in the presenceof
interference. For a spacemissionwhere the C/N, may
be low, we are more concerned with the number of
satellitesthat could be tracked only. But, in orbit, the
dynamic (acceleration) is always very small (for free
orbital trajectories) and predictable. However, in these
2 domains of application, it is possible to reduce the
thresholdof GPS signalacquisition and tracking.
Also, in many situations,the acquisition processmay be
too long and/or the tracking loops of a GPS receiver may
loosethe lock of the signalduring specialconditions such
as low satellite elevation angle or high dynamic
manoeuvring. To improve the GPS acquisition time and
the tracking performance an investigation is conducted
on the use of additional internal and autonomousGPS
velocity aiding information.
The main acquisition and tracking threshold reduction
technique presented consist in
supplying a
pseudovelocity aiding to the carrier and/or the code loop,
this pseudovelocity aiding is provided by the navigation
filter itself (aeronautical PVT filter, or orbital Kalman
filter, such as DIOGENE developed by CNES, where
DIOGENE is <<Determination Immediate d’orbite par
GPS et Navigateur Embarque>b, Immediate Orbit
Determination with GPS and OnBoard Navigator). The
promising technique named TASAP, <<Acquisition and
Tracking Threshold Reduction Techniques>>enablesto

Navigation
Systems”,
Paper presented
at the RTO SCI International
Conference
on “Integrated
held at “Elektropribor”,
St. Petersburg,
Russia, 24-26 May 1999, and published
in RTO MP-43.
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reduce the C/N, thresholds
external aiding other than
aeronautical or orbital
processing loops inside the

below 20 dBHz, without any
a tight coupling between an
navigator and the signal
GPS receiver.

OBJECXIVESANDMETHODOLOGY
Many experiments are presently being carried out on the
future DGPS-based approach and landing systems to
improve the quality of aircraft navigation. The use of
CIA-code receivers for aeronautical and spaceborne
applications requires high reliability and integrity. Low
visibility and satellite elevation angle during phases of
flight can present problems for GPS reception of the
channels presenting low C/N,,. The study of satellite
missions and aeronautical environment show that GPS
receiver must be provided with a strategy to reduce the
acquisition and tracking thresholds to improve the
navigation integrity, availability and performances,
required for these missions.
This paper intends to give first an overview of all
potential techniques well
suited for Threshold’s
Reduction. It presents a status of the models studied to
evaluate the Autonomous Velocity Aiding performances.
Moreover,
a Generic
GPS Receiver
has been
implemented on the MATLAB software to validate the
Threshold’s
Reduction Technique described in this
paper. The aim of the Simulations is to compare the
Performances
with
traditional
Velocity
Aiding
processing.
The threshold reduction performance is evaluated versus
the signal processing parameters of the receiver and the
pseudovelocity aiding characteristics. Different models
of this pseudovelocity aiding are presented, for the
The main
aeronautical and spaceborne applications.
characteristics and theoretical performances of the aided
processing loops are derived from these models.
Numerical simulations of a GPS receiver provided with
internal velocity aiding are also presented and compared
with normal operation.

I
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Figure 2-1 : Suppression

of Data Demodulation.

The suppressionof data demodulation in the loop can
remove the C/N, limitation of 27dBHz which is
necessaryto obtain the BER better than 10”. This data
demodulationcan be done in parallel at the output of the
arctg discriminator, for example, but outside the loop as
shownin Figure 2-1.
The extension of the discriminator domain outside
]-kn,+kn[ is not any more possiblebut since the steady
state error is small for aeronauticaland spacemissions,
this restriction is not embarrassing.

2.2 The Data Wipping Variant 1,2 and 3
Known asData Wip, the Data Wipping consistof slightly
reducing the predetection filter bandwidth while
increasing the linearity of the loop at low SNR. This
technique usesthe a priori knowledge of the navigation
messageto reduce the predetection bandwidth BF1of the
carrier and code loops reducing at the same time the
noise measurements.The carrier noise variance dpLLin
this caseis given by the following expression:
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(2-l)

1

: spectrumnoisedensity (input thermal noise),
: loop bandwidth,
: data pre-detection bandwidth,
BFI
PS : power of the usefulsignal.

%
BL

In the caseof code loop, the code noise variance is :

The following analysis brings some details of potential
reduction techniques based on signal processing which
can reduce the limitation of present day acquisition and
tracking thresholds.
The next section identifies and
describes some of these techniques for GPS receivers.
2.1 Suppression of Data Demodulation
With a special design of servo loop, using for example a
discriminator
which can work
without
the data
demodulation process, can bring 3dB improvement on
the C/N, threshold.

The term 70“FT
P,

correspondsto the quadratic losses

even though 3 representsthe signal to noise ratio in
Y,,
1Hz. It can be shownhere that we can reduce the noise
variance on measurementby reducing the predetection
bandwidth Bn to its minimum value. By this way, the
quadratic lossesare minimum and the loop will track at
lower SNR.
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2.2.1 First

Variant

of the Data Wipping

This technique uses a process which consist in
memorisingthe I and Q sampleson more than 20msec
and removing the data modulation, depending of the
received data demodulatedin parallel, before the narrow
loopsof the GPS receiver.
(Classical Data Wipping)
Figure 2-4: Navigation Message Frame for DW Variant

I

I
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Figure 2-2 : Data Wipping

; Variant

#l.

This technique introduces a certain delay in the GPS
loops which is important to take into account during the
phasecorrection filter process.
The main advantage of Data Wipping variant #l is to
accept stronger dynamic at sameSNR. This variant may
brings a good improvement to loop robustnesshaving
steadystate problem.
2.2.2 Second Variant

of the Data Wipping

3.

Supposethat the link with a satellite is too bad to receive
the data. The idea is to use the other strong channelsto
collect the almanach and ephemerid data of the weak
channel. This can be useful for attitude control
application knowing that position can be obtain with an
accuracy of about +500m using only almanachdata.

2.3 External Velocity Aiding using INS
Relations (2-l) and (2-2) show that it is possible to
reduce the threshold of the loop by reducing the
prediction bandwidth. This is of course possible if an
external velocity aiding is provided (Figure 2-5). Such a
processis detailed in many papers(summaryin [2]).

This version allows to avoid the difficulties linked with
the correction phasefilter. It is basedon the fact that the
content of the navigation messageis varying slowly
and/or the main information can be predictable in a short
term.

Frame

Recording

:

Figure 2-5: Loop with External
from the stronger tracked
signals (for example)

Figure 2-3: Data Wipping

; Variant #2.

Velocity Aiding.

This mode of operation is frequently used in military
operation using integrated INS. This paper showsthat
this velocity aiding can be provided by the navigation
filter itself (orbital or aeronautical).

The data demodulation is thus removed in real time with
an error rate lower enough for cumulating the I and Q
samplesover 1 word, 600msec.

3. ANALYSIS OF TRACKING

This variant supposesthat one or severalchannelsof the
receiver are tracking GPS signal and that the reception
quality is decreasingfor only someof them.

This section establishesthe noisemeasurementequations
of pseudorangeand pseudovelocity that will be used to
identify the code and carrier loop thresholds.

2.2.3 Third

3.1 NoiseMeasurements

Variant

of the Data Wipping

Data Wipping Variant 3 is similar to Variant 2 but this
version can be used in a very bad environment (low
C/N,) for some special applications. For a better
understandingof its principle, we examineFigure 2-4.

LOOP PERFORMANCES

For the code loop with a programmablechip spacing,
the standard deviation of the pseudorange noise
measurementstandard deviation (lo) is approximated
by :
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From equation (3-l), we obtain the following condition,
with C, = 1 :

c
= R,

(3-l)
1

For Brr = 50Hz, B,, = 1Hz and a = 3, we have :

c = 3~10~m/s ; speedof light,
R, = 1.023MchipIsec
; C/A code speed,
C, = 1 chip ; chip spacing(l/2, l/4, l/8, etc),
B,, = 1 Hz ; code loop bandwidth,
BFI = 50 Hz ; data predetection filter bandwidth,
C/N, : signalto noisespectraldensity power ratio.
Numerical

Application

[1
c
L-1

C
2 17dBHz
F- ” Lmn

For Brr = 250Hz insteadof 50Hz, we have :

:

2 20dBHz
No Loop

Brr = 50Hz, B,, = 1Hz et C/N, = 40dBHz,
we obtain, 0r.n = 2meters.

,I

The standard deviation of the pseudovelocity error
measuredon the carrier is given by

1+ FI

(3-6)

(3-7)

Thesevalues may be adjustedin function of the velocity
aiding. Figure 3-l showsthe tracking threshold versus
Brr in function of B,,.

20

B

(3-2)

2+
( ”1

fl : transmittedfrequency (Frr, FL2or others),
TD = 1 set ; Doppler integration time,
B,, = 5 Hz ; carrier loop filter bandwidth,
Numerical

Application

:

Brr = ~OHZ,B,, = lOHz, C/N, = 40dBHz et To =
we obtain, ~~~ = 0.35cmIs.

O.~S,

One other possibility to measurethe standarddeviation
of the code pseudovelocity error is given by :

%c”de

=

t

k+l

Figure 3-1: C/N, versus Bn (Variation

of B,,).

(3-3)

=
-

100
200
B, : PredetectionBandwidth [Hz]

At

tk

= o,, I+, = OpR’ tk+, - t, = At
and ti = date of pseudorange measurement, with
instantaneousstandarddeviation O,,& .
with a,,

Numerical

Application

:

Jz.2
E 4m / s
0.6

gPvcc,de= -

100
200
B, : Predetection Bandwidth [Hz]

3.2 Code Loop Threshold on Tracking Mode
The code loop condition to stay in lock is given by

a.a,,

+z)

Figure 3-2: C/N,, versus BFI (Variation

(3-4)

of a).

From thesefigures, we seethat the C/N, threshold can be
lessthan 20dBHz dependingof the parametersB,, and a.
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3.3 Carrier Loop Threshold on Tracking Mode
The behaviour of the carrier loop and C/N,, thresholdare
linked to the quality of data demodulation which
dependson the required BPSK modulation BER of the
following form :

where D, is the data rate (50Hz),
C/N,, is the signalto noisespectraldensity power ratio,
and the error function is given by :

GPS Satellite
Positions

(3-9)

For example using (3-8), if it is not tolerate to have
more than one bit of error each 30 minutes,with a data
rate D, =50bits/s, the maximum specified BER is 10m5
correspondingto a C/N, of 26SdBHz.
Introducing t, the time responseof the loop (l/7 = BL),
and assuming a. loop bandwidth of 5Hz with the
assumptionthat one bit error will occur every 32.BL
(limit of operation), we obtain a limit to the bit error
probability of 6.67~10” (20ms/3T.5). This corresponds
to a C/N, 2 24dBHz (3-8). Bellow this acquisition
threshold, the instance of bit error cause the loop
desynchronisation. Using an operational margin of 3dB
explain the reasonwhy the GPS receiver switch to signal
reacquisition or Code-Only mode when C/N, is bellow
27dBHz. This C/N,, level is the actual acquisition
thresholdfor typical GPS receivers.

Figure 4-1: Modelling of the Loop with velocity aiding
providing from GPS navigator (Autonomous Code ONLY).

After derivation, we obtain the expression of the real
usefulpseudovelocity (i.e. without error) :
PY

useJu,
_ dPVJu’

--=dt+c.dt=V,
dt

dR,

dAT

+c.y

dAli’

(4-2)

where V, is the radial speedof the receiver versus the
transmitter,
is the pseudovelocity due to the drifting
and C
shift of the clock between the receiver and the satellite i,
noted also PVic’Ock .

4. MATHEMATICAL

MODEL

OF AN AVIA

LOOP

To understandmore in details the behaviour of the GPS
loops in presence of autonomous velocity aiding, a
model of a tracking DLL aided by a velocity
predetection coming from a local navigator is proposed
hereafter.
4.1 Definition and Elaboration of the AVIA Model

Figure 4-2: Mobile

Radial Velocity vs GPS Satellite.

Our simplified model of AVIA Loop (Internal and
AutonomousAiding Velocity), using direct modelisation
of the velocity aiding errors is describedhereafter.
The expressionof the pseudorangemeasurement(PR) is
generally written as :
PR.““e@’= R r. + c . A’II

(4-3)

The orbital navigator suppliesan estimation PC of the
pseudovelocity corresponding to the aiding velocity
noted :

(4-l)

where c is the speed of light, R the radial distance
between the GPS satellite and the mobile and AT the
time difference betweenthe receiver and satelliteclock.

PV,

Navigator

_

- P~usefu’ = v< + c. d

(4-4)
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where

is the estimated clock pseudovelocity

of satellite i noted also PC ““’

.

Moreover, we introduce the raw measurement from the
GPS receiver
with
the notation
PViobsewable
corresponding
to the pseudovelocity
which can
effectively be observed by the loops of the receiver,
perturbed by the global error sources represented by the

tPViobservublr.

notation
pv

Obsrrvd~le

=

“,

+

pviClock

+

hp~iObservoble

(4-5)

I

where

Vc + P~c’“ck = Pi”@”

is the real useful

pseudovelocity, from the navigator estimation.
The term ~~observubl’
represents notably the
perturbations due to SA (Selective Availability), to
ionosphere,to multipath andjammers.

Figure 4-3: Relation between the PseudoVelocity

The

hp

vi Observuble

representsthe physical perturbation
of the GPS signalnotably due to the SA.
Examplesof ~~NUvi’oror are presentedin Table 4- 1.
It is known that the orbit calculation performanceof the
Orbital Navigator suchasDIOGENEare dependenton the
type of orbit. Generally, we consider three types of
orbit which are :
- Low Earth Orbit (LEO consideredhere at an altitude
of 1000Km),
- Geostationary Orbit (GEO),
- GeostationaryTransfer Orbit, after injection (GTO).
The performance of orbit calculation is estimated
hereafter :

Notations.

Reminding that the P~observub’eis a characteristic of
the received signal, it consists of physical
pseudovelocity while

after simplification :

Table 4-1 : Performance

of Navigator vs Type of Orbit.

PViMeasurrdcontains the steady

state error of the loop such as the potential error
reductions due to multipath coming from the loop and
the loop thermal noise (N.B. : the measurement

4.2 Analysis of the DevelopedAVIA Loop Model
Our last analysisis summarisedin Figure 4-4.

PVi Mrusured
is of courseavailable only when the loop is

in tracking mode).
Let’s have a look on the GPS receiver PVi visibility :

where APV, NU”i’Urr’r
is the estimationerror of the useful
pseudovelocity. The error on the aiding velocity
supplied by the navigator and seenby the loops of the
GPS receiver is notified by

APVi

LO~JJ

=

p~iObaervohle

= vc

+

PViCiock

We would like to obtain the following transfer function :

APViL”“’ . We obtain :
_

pvi

NaviRafor

PR, (s)
H,(s) = PR,fi@’ (s)

c4-,j

after somedevelopments,we obtain :

APV, Loop

Figure 4-4: Mathematical Model of Autonomous
Velocity Aiding Loop (AVIA Loop).

where:
(4-11)

+ ~ViObservublr

(4-S)

- (V, + pViC~~JCk
+ ApViN-~tor

(4-10)

)

W(s)

=

[PK.(s) - f-?,(s)].
s

F(s) - Pan”’
s
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(4-21)

(4-12)

PR<(s).F(s)

PR,v(s) =

F(s),PR,~(~)
s

s

PViN=“(s)
s

[

1

&T,(s) = PRy"'(s)'

where

This gives:

1
+
F(s)
[ 1
-

(4-13)

. PR,(s) = PR,(s).---

F(s)

PViN=” (s)

S

S

[

=

(4-22)

P,(s) - s. P,(s)
I

S

ie :

We have also :

PR,(s)

s'+Ks+a
s2

s.

pR.“‘ef”’

(s)

+ LW~*‘~

’

(s)]

(4-14)

S

and :

P~Nu”(s)=s.

PRpfu’(s)

+APViNa”(s)

(4-15)

After some development, using (4-14) and (4-15), we
obtain :

The simulation of this model have been perform on the
MATLAEI
GPS Receiver Simulator named MATNAV
v2.1.

4.3 MatLab GPS Receiver Simulator

l+F(s)+ Gi(s) . pR,y(s)=

-[F(s)
-11pR,u3""'
(s)
+
S

S

I

(4-16)

F(s). APRP (s)

S

S

Where:

G,(s) =

MV, N”“rguror(s)

(4-17)

P&y (3)

is the transfer function of the Navigation Filter for one
channel.
The function can be analysed for several type of
sinusoidalperturbations, noted :
pi(t)

(4-18)

= bi . sin(w,t)

Assumingthe following perturbations :

APviNav
(s) = f1+$

= 4 (s)

(4-19)

1

This perturbation can representthe theoretical navigator
harmonicerror, for instance.

Apvy

(s)

b2

=

Simulator.

The MatLab software simulator is fully described in [I].
The simulator includes 5 modules that are as close of
reality aspossible. The function and interaction of each
moduleare shownin Figure 4-6.
Module 5 ICU : hem-face
b

control

user

+

(4-20)

‘a2

s2 +w;

Figure 4-5: MATNAV V2.1 GPS MatLab

=

p,(s)

The same sinusoid perturbation can represent the
selective availability included in the observable
pseudovelocity error.
Using F(s) =

K.(s+a)
S

with (4-16), we have :

, and combining last equations

Figure 4-6: Software Modules in MATNAV.

,
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This model was used to simulate a wide range of
aeronautical and space scenarios. Figure 4-7 represents
the autonomous aiding velocity that is used to push the
PLL of the GPS receiver simulator.
PLL

Autonomous

Aiding

5. PERFORMANCES

OF TASAP

Velocity

-----Mobile
Velocity
..._.._
PLL Aiding Velocity

5.1 SynthesisC Improvement of Signal Acquisition
5.1.1 Cold Start or Classical

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

MODE

It is not only necessaryto reduce the tracking threshold
but also the threshold during the phase of acquisition.
This section intendsto detail the processincluded in the
TASAP Technique and to bring other innovative
methods.

--f

0.5
I

IN ACQUISITION

4

4.5

Acquisition

Mode

We remind that the acquisition thresholds are mainly
linked to the value of the integration constant, z, and to
the chip sweepingspeeda.

5

Time [set]

Figure 4-7: Aiding Velocity at each 20msec.

The main results are representedin Figure 4-8. The
lower the velocity error (EV) is, the larger the C/N,
measurementfrom the GPS receiver will be.

The classical acquisition process is a complete and
continuous search for energy among the 1023 chip
positionsof a GPS C/A code (Figure 5-l).

. . . C/NoRatioMeasurement
from the SNRin 50Hz

&

5V=6mls

W&”

O,rrel*unn
PlC
DefectinnC~*le
Phase

Sweeping
c__.._._....__
~._.___._.._......
...................................

u

01

bandwidth
I

2

3

4

5
Time

6

adjustment

7

8

10

9

[set]

Figure 4-8: C/N,, Measurements

Scenario.

From a theoretical point of view, our simulation shows
that the Code Only lossthresholdare compatible. Figure
4-9 showsthat when the velocity error is increasingup to
9m/sec, the Code Only loss is following the theoretical
expectation. This result brings the conclusion that
tracking threshold can be reduce as low as the predicted
theory and this will depend upon the velocity error that
can be achieved.
)

I
‘-Y..

0
c

Code

Only

Loss

\\

Figure 5-l: Cold Start or Classic Acquisition

Process.

This concerns both cold start or classical aided
acquisition. The difference between these 2 casesis
mainly the numberNdbof explored Doppler positions.

C/No vs AV
-r‘..-........ *

Time

Threshold

5.1.2 Aided Start with Code Prepositioning
(Direct Acquisition)

g
6

*

MatNav

!

Measurement

-hO0

I
2

I
4
Velocity

Error

I
h
AV [m/s]

I
8

Figure 4-9: MATNAV Code ONLY Loss Measurement.

IO

The acquisition threshold performancecan be improved
in reducing the local code sweeping time. This is
possible if the number of PN code chip positions to
explore is reduced. The DLL local code has to be
prepositionnedwithin a predicted value of the received
code phase(Figure 5-2).
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The <<Code Only Acquisition >>threshold [UN,],,
approximatedusingthe following formula [6] :

Pre-Detection Bandwidth,
Noise Bandwidth (PR measures),
Code Only thresholdlossesdue to
pseudovelocity error (L&l),
Lossesdue to the sweepingspeeda of the DLL
local code,
Number of channelsof the correlator,
Function of the numberof cot-relatorbranch ;
F(h)=%
Orf(h)= &.
PseudoVelocity error, APVLoop.

BFI

Bml
LO

j

Main Correlation
Pit Detection

Ncb
F(h)
APV
with :

Figure 5-2 : Acquisition

with Local Code Preposition@.

Moreover, the acquisition performance can be still
improved, if the local code is prepositionnedin a shorter
code phaserange, pushed by a velocity aiding driving
the code NC0 (Figure 5-3). This velocity aiding is the
samethan for the <(code only tracking >)mode.

I,,, (dB) = 10*log

and

sin(
=;y)
2
(5-2
I(z.gY:fo
1

For L, < 3dB :

abs[APV]
5.1.3 Aided Start with Code Prepositiouing
Precise Velocity Aiding

is

<

0.443. B,

.c

(5-3)

fo
and

W,,) = 1
~=2xc
a = 1 Chip/se C
i

5
APV [Hz]
Figure 5-4: C/N, vs Aiding

Figure 5-3 : Code ONLY Acquisition Mode.
5.1.4 CODEONLY Performances
during Acquisition

10

Velocity Error.

The smallest the pseudovelocity error can be reach
(from the Navigation Filter itself), the lower the C/N,
thresholdwill be during the acquisitionprocess.
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100

r

B,, vs AV
I

N is all integer between- 10 and + 10.
/
,/

g
FpG: 50

c

Improved GPS Software
i_____---__~--.--.-~-~-~-~--.---__-.--

5
10
APV : Aiding PseudoVelocityError [Hz]

Figure 5-8 : Improved Acquisition

Processing

Technique.

The final improved acquisition structure is shown in
Figure 5-8.

Figure S-5: BFI vs AV.

There is actually other investigations on the acquisition
threshold’sreduction for the carrier and code loops that
are simulatedwithin the MATNAV GPS Simulator. The
next section concernsone of our current study.
5.2 Improving GPS Acquisition in Software
Figure 5-6 shows a typical carrier loop configuration
where the I and Q samplesfrom the ASIC at lmsec
(1KHz predetection bandwidth) are integrated on
20msec.
r_.._..._.---..-.-. .-- --

Figure 5-6 : Typical GPS Carrier

- _.-...-. __l

6. GENERALCONCLUSION

One of the main concerns with the use of GPS is the
integrity and availability of the receiver being used. The
paper intends to bring a solution to improve the
performance of the receiver for the channelspresenting
low signal to noise ratio. Using a velocity aiding
compensation which matches the code-loop dynamic
characteristic, the steady state error performance on the
The existing
measured pseudorange is improved.
external carrier-aided code loop is typically designed
with loop-bandwidth BL = OSHz, and is thus less
sensitive to velocity aiding errors. The results obtained
show that sensibility to code-loop error is considerably
reducedusinginternal velocity aiding. The limitations of
the techniqueconcernmainly the missionof the mobile.

Loop.

During the acquisition process,if no aiding velocity is
available, one can processthe I and Q channelsto divide
the complete predetection bandwidth in a smaller slot
(Figure 5-7).
--

AF

B, : Predetection
Bandwidth
Figure 5-7 : Predetection

Bandwidth

,.

Reduction.

This can be done at low rate using the following
algorithm insidethe GPS signalprocessor:
INP20 = I,~cos(N~Af~t)+l,~sin(N~Af~t)

Q,“,,, = Qp .cos(N.Af.t)+Q,

.sin(N.Af.t)

(5-5)

Correction.
Applicati&.
Attitude
‘:~1,
W3”
’ rfe‘w 1
3, --_-,Control
.__I-----. -u ,-.$.ki@,
@ipa
Tracking High ~a’
Nb sp
g ~SlIqINS
Dynamic.
.(
Ajrplicr
” ;,,.’
NeedsI?
I@@I?.”
Autonomous ir,r,,;*z;i

,i
Yq$$

j

Table 6-1 : Summary of Potential Threshold’s

Reduction.
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Table 6-l showsa summary of all potential threshold’s
reduction techniques for aeronautical and space
applications.
Some applications are actually requiring precise
measurementsand large integrity. By reducing the
acquisition and tracking thresholdsthe GPS signalswill
allow to increasethe range of potential applications.
The paper intends to bring someelementsconcerning a
solution to improve the performance of the receiver for
the channels presenting signals with low SNR. The
statusof an autonomouscode only processingmodelling
has been presented. More simulation results will be
presentedin a future paper.
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